Let’s do Maths at Buskett

The weather is:

1. Look at the bicycles.

How many bicycles are there?  
Count in twos the wheels on all the bicycles.

2. Look at this sign post.
The sign at the top is a:

rectangle  triangle  circle

The sign at the bottom is a:

rectangle  triangle  circle

The trash-bin is in the form of a:

cylinder  cube  sphere
3. Find a car and write its number plate.

![Number plate image]

The largest number is

The smallest number is

Add the three numbers together.

\[ \square + \square + \square = \square \]

Let’s go find the steps that take us to the picnic area.

4. Count the steps.  

Are there more than 10 or less than 10?
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Count how many more are needed to make 12.

5. Let’s go to one of the picnic tables.

How many children can sit on one bench?

Add 2 more

Take away 2

How many more do we need to make 10?
6. What shape is the table top?

- rectangle
- triangle
- circle

How many hands do you think you need to measure the table top? □

Now count how many. □

7. Can you think of something else you can use to measure the table? □

How many do you need? □
We are going to use the sand timer.

8. How many stones can you pick in 1 minute? [ ]
Let’s do it again and see if you can be faster.

9. Now try and form a shape with the stones you collected.
Name the shape? [ ]

10. Look around you. Can you see other shapes?
Draw one of these shapes.
11. Can you find a tree which is taller than the teacher?

12. Now find something which is shorter than the teacher.

13. Are you taller or shorter than the picnic table?
   taller  shorter

14. Now line up, starting from the shortest to the tallest.